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(MADE in italy)
Made in Italy sprints ahead with Stelvio Italia road Special Edition,
born out of the collaboration between Nevi and PMP Bike.
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Nevi was born in 1992 choosing to work a noble
material such as titanium.
Finazzi Sergio took the desire to begin this adventure by
the passion of the cycling world: it was a professional
cyclist from 1987 to 1990 in the teams Remac-Fanini,
Fanini-Seven Up, Verynet Juvenes and Chateaux D’Ax,
famous was his stage won at Tirreno-Adriatico 1987,
third overall in the Tour of Britain in 1987 and seventh
place at a historic stage of the Tour of Italy. This is the
edition of 1988, which set off from the Chiesa Valmalenco
and saw the arrival of the racers in Bormio exhausted
from cold and bad weather faced on the Passo Gavia.
Queen of the stage was the snow and this very intense
experience, full of sacrifice, but also led to important
memories, along with a passion for the mountain itself,
the choice of the company brand name: NEVI in fact.
The innovation in the company is at home
and numerous ideas have been developed,
sometimes supported by engineers and experts
of titanium world and technological systems.
Latest creation was the racing fork, strictly in
titanium ( investment casting procees ). A beautiful
object to look at, functional and tests have confirmed
to be at the top levels of security, as indeed all
our other products. No equal in the world. 6AL/4V
titanium-fusion fork head and 0,5mm stems.

www.nevi.it

PMP HUBS
Titanium/CARBON
Titanium or Carbon body
with aluminium alloy flanges
Weight 110+267 g

PMP Bike, since 1979 high-performance bike
components, 100% made in Italy. PMP Bike Srl
was founded in 1979 as a division of PMP Srl
precision machining and it immediately stands out
in bike component industry thanks to its premium
quality products meant for both ROAD and MTB.
One gol: ensure excellent performance on all grounds.
Proud of the quality, precision and craftsmanship for
which our Country is known worldwide, we design
and manufacture our products exclusively in Italy.
Our Research & Development department carries
out indepth research in order to improve interaction
between
rider
and
components,
increasing
performance and satisfaction. These studies allow
constant technological innovation and a continuous
redefinition of product design. Therefore, we enhance
distinctive features of ROAD and MTB products,
achieving results that are even more surprising.
We manufacture all parts in house, working highquality materials with modern production equipment.
As a result, our components offer a perfect balance
between strength, weight, stiffness, style and design.
Find out some of our historic products: smooth and
reliable hubs, seatposts in both Titanium and Carbon,
crankset and chainrings available for most common
standards. “Race-ready” assembled wheels for
ROAD and MTB are among our brand new products.
Cycling, a timeless passion.
Today as in the past, the passion for cycling is what
drives us towards a constant improvement. We are
technical sponsor of some of the most esteemed
teams on the national scene and we are present
in the best competition fields to understand the
real needs of cyclists and anticipate market trends.

www.pmpbike.net

CRANKSET
PMP XP-ROAD
Material: AL2014
Chainrings 33 to 39 (internal)
42 to 54 (external)
Weight 650 g

Materials of the future

and timeless charm,
100% made in Italy
Entirely designed, manufactured and assembled in Italy, Stelvio Italia is a real two-wheeled
jewel. Several features and details make it unique. Besides the use of premium quality materials
and the handmade assembly performed by Nevi, it is equipped with high-tech components
by PMP Bike. The handmade 3AL-2,5V titanium frame powers this Special Edition. Thanks
to its valuable properties, this alloy is used in aircraft industry too. Lightweight, high durability,
the titanium frame ensures the best ride feel you have ever experienced while racing.

PMP Bike’s top-level components reflect the
commitment to enhance advanced performance
and a unique riding style. Enjoy Stelvio Italia, a
true masterpiece of design and fine manufacture.
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#1
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bicycle frame
Tubes: 3AL-2,5V titanium ( Grade 9 )
Bottom bracket shell BSA threading grade 5 ( 6AL-4V )
and dropouts CNC machined grade 5 ( 6AL-4V )
Seamless tubes cold released
downtube Ø 48
Top tube Ø35 oval section in the middle to avoid lateral flexion
BSA bottom bracket ( 1,37x24 )
Tapered 1”1/2 headtube grade 5 ( 6AL-4V ) Seatstays S bended
Built also for Shimano Dura Ace Di2 and Campagnolo EPS

COMPONENTS
Wheels: PMP RS04
Crankset: PMP XP-Road
Seatpost: PMP Titanum 27.2mm s.b.14mm
Seatpost Clamp: PMP aluminum with titanium screws
Fork: carbon
Bicycle Cassette: Campagnolo Chorus 11V
Headset: NEVI
Bicycle Stem: NEVI Titanium
Saddle: NEVI customized

PMP Seatpost CLAMPs
Aluminum with titanium screws
Double lock
Weight 19 g
PMP SEATPOST
Titanium 27.2 mm s.b.14 mm
Weight 200 g
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CARBON
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bicycle frame

COMPONENTS

Tubes: 3AL-2,5V titanium ( Grade 9 )
Bottom bracket shell BSA threading grade 5 ( 6AL-4V )
and dropouts CNC machined grade 5 ( 6AL-4V )
Seamless tubes cold released
downtube Ø 48
Top tube Ø35 oval section in the middle to avoid lateral flexion
BSA bottom bracket ( 1,37x24 )
Tapered 1”1/2 headtube grade 5 ( 6AL-4V ) Seatstays S bended
Built also for Shimano Dura Ace Di2 and Campagnolo EPS
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Wheels: RS03 Carbon
Crankset: PMP XP-Road
Seatpost: PMP Titanum 27.2mm s.b.14mm
Seatpost Clamp: PMP aluminum with titanium screws
Fork: carbon
Bicycle Cassette: Campagnolo Chorus 11V
Headset: NEVI
Bicycle Stem: NEVI Titanium
Saddle: NEVI customized

ATTACCO
MANUBRIO NEVI
titanio 6AL/4V - frontalino in ergal
diametro bloccaggi 31.8 mm
angolo attacco 83°
misure disponibili 90 - 100 - 110 -120 - 130 - 140
Peso da 145 g

PMP BIKE VIA GANDHI, 18/a BERGAMO - +39 035 693683 - info@pmpbike.net - www.pmpbike.net

